ZEROFAIL data security in an ultra-convenient backup solution
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Three SIMPLE STEPS TO INSTANT PEACE OF MIND
Download the application at www.zerofailbackups.com by selecting your Operating System
Start the installation process of the ZEROFAIL ONLINE BACKUPS application

Select the files you want to backup and set your backup schedule. Set and forget.

All your data will be backed up automatically without human intervention

Online backups save more than your Data...

Facts about backups

When you use ZEROFAIL ONLINE BACKUPS you ensure that the future
of your business will never be endangered by the loss of the critical
data which drives your processes, productivity and success.

• In North America alone, data loss and drive failure costs businesses
over $12 billion each year

ZEROFAIL Online Backups provides automated, secure and remote
online backups, plus data protection the way it should be:
comprehensive, cost-effective, easy-to-use and headache-free.
Experience the security of knowing that your latest data and archived
files are always available to you 24/7 from any Internet connection.

50¢ per Gigabyte, 15 Gigabytes minimum.
No fuss, no nonsense policy!

• 60% of business who lose their data go belly up within the first 6
months. 90% of those that remain will fail within 2 years
• Only 30% of businesses have backups in place
• Over 70% of companies that didn’t regularly test their backups found
failures during restoration
• 80% of businesses who have backups in place do not store them
offsite, thus are left unprotected against theft, fire, flood, acts of God
and other catastrophes

Don’t wait until it’s too late!
Start your FREE trial now.

7

reasons why ZEROFAIL Online Backups
is better than what you have now
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Keep data archived for as long as you want
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No long-term contract

ZEROFAIL ONLINE BACKUPS is compatible with
pretty much any OS you can throw at it
Windows 2000, XP, 2003, Vista, 2008, 7, MacOS, Linux, Novell, Solaris,
AIX: ZEROFAIL Online Backups was developped for all of these Operating
Systems.
This allows you to backup all of your systems, whether you are standardized
on one platform or many, without the hassle of using multiple solutions.
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Simple, pain-free installation & restoration
processes
Installing the ZEROFAIL Online Backups application takes literally 4 clicks
from start to full protection. Our Standard version comes preconfigured with
default settings that allow the less tech-savvy to safekeep their precious
data easily, while our Pro version will allow systems administrators the
flexibility and customizability that they want.
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For restoration, you can simply use the application already installed on your
computer or server, or use a simple webportal to restore all your files to any
computer or server.
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Automated backup schedule. Simply set and
forget.
Once the Backup application is installed on your computer, laptop or server,
there is no need to monitor it. The backups are done regularly, as per the
schedule you selected. It can be done monthly, weekly, daily, bi-daily, hourly
or once every leap year, as you see fit.

You can select the retention period you are most comfortable with, whether
it be 1 week, 1 month, 1 year or 7, you can choose any retention period that
will allow you to safeguard your data in state of the art datacenters,
throughout North-America.

Why bind into a long-term contract? With ZEROFAIL Online Backups, it’s
month-to-month, because we believe that the security of your data should
never be tied down. Our backup solutions are simple and user-friendly, the
way it should be.

Scalable pay-per-GB storage
ZEROFAIL Online Backup is the only true pay-per-GB backup solution on the
market. No quota, no block of storage, no charges for restoration, never pay
for storage you do not use. Plus, our solution compresses your data up to a
3:1 ratio and removes duplicate files to minimize your cost.

50¢ per Gigabyte. 15 Gigabytes minimum.
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Free 30-day trial period, no credit card needed
ZEROFAIL allows you to take its solution for a test run and see for yourself.
No one should have to buy anything without getting to try it properly first.
So what are you waiting for?

Once your schedule is selected, you are assured that it will be done
automatically, on-time, everytime, without human intervention. Reports of
your successful backups are sent to you on a daily basis.

Visit www.zerofailbackups.com

